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When I started out on this visit to England, I was sure that I would find it

richly satisfying. both in constructive results and in proofs of warm friendship.
For I know our delightful Chairman, Oliver Lyttelton, not only as a fine

administrator and a staunch comrade-in-arms-production, but also as that greatest of

blessings in international affairs, a really good friend. Any programme which he

had a part in arranging was bound to be productive and stimulating. But I confess

that the fact goes well beyond the anticipation.

What I have seen and heard in the past few days has stirred and heartened

me, not only with the assurance of a sustained production drive for victory, but

with large hopes for the years that will follow victory, I have found myself thinking

again and again; "Our countries stand together; we fight together; we have learned

to work together; and we shall go on to do even greater things together,"

The other day, as I crossed the ocean, I could not help reflecting on the vast

and swift-moving forces which hold your country and mine in a common grip. As a

result of that reflection, I am tempted tonight to risk some general remarks in a

field of thought in which I do not often venture, I make no pretence of understand-

ing politics, either domestic or international. It was simply as a business man

that I went to Washington to do whatever I could to help win the war.

You will, I am sure, recognise that in what I say here, I am expressing only

my personal views, I shall merely try to put into words ny feelings about the

significance for the future of the tremendous events through which we are now

living - events which my work has given me an opportunity tc observe closely, and

in which, to a limited degree, I have been able to participate.

It has been said many times that the sorrow and pain of this war would be too

much for human beings to endure, if we did not hope to achieve through that

suffering some worthwhile and lasting gain. Already, I think, part of that gain is

revealing itself. The peoples of the world are learning more about their relations

to each other, and about their fundamental problems, than at any previous time in

world history, I know that I, as an American citizen, facing the realities of a

world in upheaval, have been forced tc grapple with many new ideas by the events of

the past few years; and sc, I feel certain, have millions of others.

Essentially what I have learned is a very simple thing. It is that democracy

continues to be the strongest political' force in the world, and a growing force.

That may seem to you to be so obvious as to be hardly worth mentioning. But many

people in America, and in England, too, if I am not mistaken, , seen in recent

years to have doubted the ability of democracy to survive the strains imposed

upon it by contemporary economic trends.

/vVe heard
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We heard so much from certain talkative
gangsters in Europe about ,

the softness of the democracies, the decadence of the democracies, the

corruption of the democracies, that many of us lost sight of the plain
fact that the democracies were leading the world in science, in industry,
in commerce and inall the arts of peace which provide the foundationof

modern military strength.

We over looked the fact that the young and nighty and realistic nation.
of Soviet Russia thought well enough of democracy to prepare an exceptionally
liberal constitution modelled along democratic lines, as a basis for its

future political growth, he were a little too familiar with the superficial
defects of democracy to recognise its dominant virtures. Too many of our

fellow citizens were taken, in by a. brand of Nazi propaganda that now, as we

look back on it, seems merely ridiculous.

I think most men would agree that the tragedy of the German people, which

is also a. tragedy for the entire world, is that they failed to recognize the

power of the democratic spirit, V/e who have democracy bred in our bone know

that the word means far more than the forms of representative government.

There have been many countries which had democratic forms of. government

with hardly a hint of the democratic spirit, What you and I mean when we

talk of democracy is a way of life, in which the primary aim is the continuous

improvement of the living standards arid social satisfactions of all the

people, by their own voluntary efforts. It is an economic, -and a psychological,
as well as a political democracy, that we are fighting for.

The Germans, or most of them, did not understand,and, because they did

net understand, they tried to tear down everything that free men had ever

understood. All over the world nations in various stages of democratic

evolution 'were slowly, but steadily making their way toward peaceful solutions

of their problems. But the Germans tried to tear down democracy. , .

All over the world modern methods of production and modern communications

wore making men increasingly interdependent and putting them on a footing of

increasing .equality. But the Germans tried to turn back- the clock to a

narrow nationalism and a' slave society. They accepted leaders who were men

of essentially medieval mind - men to whom all the great scientific discoveries

and technological advances of our age were merely instruments to be used in

the old, old game of military conquest. There are some lines by Kipling which

catch the peculiar spirit of the. German nation in our time:

!,Throuyri learned; and laborious years,

They set thenselves' to find

Fresh terrors and -undreaned of fears

To heap upon ndnkindl'

V/e are satisfied that with a hard'and sustained effort, such as is now

being made ; by all the United Nations, we shall crush’ the-Nazi attack on

democracy. But it is equally important that’we make sure that the future

will not bring repetitions of the sane'bitter,- wasteful story.

Our peoples are looking for assurance that the military ambitions of one

or two misguided nations will never again become a threat to world peace.

Our peoples do not want a frustrated, peace. They do not,want another

uneasy 20 years in which the world ' spins dizzily toward fresh catastrophe.

Their’ hope today is for a protected peace.
ri

hoy are determined that

international problems in the years ahead snail be resolved not by the

readiness of men to die together in strife, but by the will of men to live

together in harmony.

Surely/
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Surely ire have learned that the only time at which one can reasonably hope to

prevent a war is before the internal strains that produce it become acute# Wo

knew that the military dictator, the Hitler, the Mussolini, generally gains power

only when a people arc uneasy and discontented, only when they feel insecure and

without hope.

Then the demagogue can win 'celling cars for his promises. Then he can tempt
the man in the street into the reckless gamble of aggression# And once the

militarist is in power, then; is little chance of peace. The only way in which

he can maintain his hold on' his country is by displays of military strength which

in the long run lead inescapably to open -ear#

Everyone is aware that me cannot hope to wipe out the discontent which lies

at the root of war merely by agreement to do so* Our manifest task is to

encourage and assist every ration to develop as a primary aim, higher living
standards for all of its people and to progress steadily toward the realisation

of that air.. If the' economic programmes of all the nations are built on that

democratic foundation, we shall have taken a long step to reduce the internal

stresses that give the militaristic demagogue his chance..

Tour country, I know, considers a progressive rise in living’ standards to be

a cardinal point of future policy# So do your Dominions, So does Soviet Russia,

and so docs America# It is part of our joint obligation to sec to it that this

essentially democratic conception spreads everywhere throughout the world and is

implemented by realistic programmes of economic development

But, of course,what I have dust said is relatively a long term view. It is

clear thatprvpramw.esaiming cat a progressive economic democracy will not be easily

cstabliahcd, and arc still somewhat too remote in point of time to assure the early

political stablization of the world* Our peoples want more immediate and more

tangible guarantees of a protected peace#

Fortunately, such assurance.: already exist. To my way of thinking, a very

hopeful fact of this war is he ; oof that has been given.of the power of the

democratic peoples to produce the tools of mar to meet a crisis, as successfully

as they produced, the goods of peace*

I find this a cheering the..;,;:. . because democracy is essentially a peaceful

way of life. And if you combine' a preference for peace with a proven superiority

in war, you arc, I think, on ~t c ay to discourage the little Hitler's and Mussolini's

who may bubble up here and tacr „n the churn of future events.

• History is makings it ever : ■..•re clear that in the modem nor Id the path of

military aggression, the path of Napoleon and of Hitler, soon plunges, swiftly down

to the abyss of defeat* Today the Germans and the Japanese arc stumbling on the

brink of that abyss, Altim yh rheir end is not yet at hand, it is already written.

I think it is true that in •the past century, no nation which has sy stematically

made -warfare the basis of its policy has managed to hold its gains, long
tee

resentment of an outraged world* And as we come clos or to our own day, the tempo

of events seems to quicken.

Napoleon cane to power 'built his empire, and saw it crumble within fifteen

years. Hitler, who is only a caricature of Napoleon, has al vi-ady *xv a

for ten years, and'for him. the sands of time arc manby fast. As for cnc

j #

Japanese, they ore commit Ini. yah rO imw- Hvi v-lth cr-cry flap bnat tncy coacinu<-

to fight*

But even
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But even now I do not think that the world has grasped the real power of the United

stations. I very much doubt whether the German people have, an adequate understanding of

the destructive force -which we are . steadily,pouring out against them. I am sure that

the Japanese people have'seen not even a glimmering of the dreadful truth. And we our-

selves have come slowly to the realization that what we have done so far is but a good

beginning to what we pain do if we must.

The enemy peoples will see their armies and navies and air fleets crushed and. their

cities smashed until they insist on peace. Presently it will dawn on them that their

chances of salvation are far better, if they themselves shake off their war-mad masters,
and trust to the good sense of the United Nations, than if they wait to be utterly

destroyed in a war which they have.already lost.

And when I say utterly destroyed,. I am not using .those words lightly. We are

already capable of destroying whole cities in the space of.a few concentrated air raids.

For us wh. have the necessary industrial might behind our armaments, it is not a long

step from the destruction of a city like Hamburg to the destruction of the entire

technical and mechanical fabric on which German economic life depends.

I should net like the enemy, if by any chance he should take .an interest in these

remarks, to think that lam trying to frighten him with rhetoric. I am not even an

amateur in the arts of psychological warfare, \7hat I have just said, I have said as a

production man, who of late has spent much time Watching the machines of war rolling
from assembly lines in incredible numbers.

Perhaps the enemy would he interested in the actual figures which underly my

convictions about this war. If so, I am not averse to obliging him. I shall not attempt

to cite the magnificent production figures of England, or of the Empire, or of Russia.

I think my point will be more clearly made if I deal, merely with one element in the

production of the United Nations the production of one nation.

To begin with, let me say that this year American -war production will amount to

mere than 1 1/2 times as much as the combined war production of Germany and Japan. . Next

year there is every reason to believe that American -war production -will be more than

twice as much as the combined -war production of our enemies. And this, I want to repeat,
is only one of the United Nations.

Let the German people exercise their imagination on the total of our combined war

production. Let them understand how hopeless a struggle they are -waging in'a war where

mechanical production is the foundation of every military campaign.

I have here some' specific figures of war production which I think may interest the

enemy, as well as this distinguished audience, From January 1, 1942, a few "weeks after

Pearl Harbour to the end of the current month, America alone will have produced about

110,000 military planes and the production curve is steadily rising.

Very soon, we will be turning out a completed plane every 5 minutes around the

clock, every day of the month. In the same period of time, since pearl Harbour, we have

produced 60,000 tanks and tank chassis, 53,0000 scout cars and.carriers,'and 1,100,000
trucks and trailers.

More than 21 million deadweight tons of merchant vessels, and nearly 3 million

displacement tons of naval vessels have come from cur shipyards during this time, As

for artillery for cur ground forces alone, the figures are 170,000 pieces., with 225,000,000
rounds of artillery ammunition. Machine guns have been made to the tune of nearly

1 1/2 million, sub-machine guns and. rifles 6,700,000, with more than 26 billion rounds

of ammunition for these guns.— enough to let us fire nearly 2,000 shots -at every soldier

in the Axis armies. .

This is' a war in which fire power-and mobility must be added to, human courage,

before victory can be won, Ido not think-that even a Hitler would dare to question the

courage of the fighting men of England, and the Empire, of Russia, of China, of the

Fighting French, or of America.

Let himconsider, then, 'what these men, in numbers far exceeding the manpower that the

Axis can muster, will be able to do as 'bur - ever-growing fire-power ahd mobility makes

itself increasingly felt on all fronts.

But while this enormous superiority -in productive power of theUnited Nations is

disastrous for the enemy in this war, for the. world of the future it bears great promise

cf good. The economic power' shared bvg all the United Nations today offers

guarantee for a protected peace.

/Although we
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Although we are peace-loving peoples, we have shown that in the short

space of a few years we could shift our economy from the production of most of

the ?/orldf peacetime goods, to the production
v

of most of th® world* s 'wartime goods,

and that we could share those tools of war^ea cA other, as needed, in order to

insure the destruction of the common enemy, That is a big fact, I think it is big

enough so that we can build a solid world on it.

¥e of the United Nations have come a long way, We have learned that fine

principles are no better than the attitudes of the men who apply them. Even the

differing economic systems which statesmen represent, do not affect international

relations nearly as much as the attitude of the statesmen and their peoples. In

the past, prevailing attitudes have often been irritable and suspicious, and

ralaticns have suffered accordingly.

I think it is also true that nations have too often tried to outwit each

other with diplomatic subtleties, lan told, and I believe, that for many diplomats,
of the old school, international politics was a perilous and fascinating game, a

vast game of power combinations, in which they matched wits as they gambled with

the lives and fortunes of their fellow men.

Already, in some quarters, the peace which is to follow this war is being
discussed solely in. terms of new" power combinations, by which one group of nations

will get the better of another, by which the old game can be resumed once more

with a new redistribution of the chips.

I wonder how long the peoples of the world will- tolerate that negative and

dangerous, attitude, I have the feeling that the tine is here when frankness and

simplicity will prove to be the most effective tools of the international statesman.

Granted the tremendous productive power of the United Nations, either for

war or for peace, the key to a protected peace is, in my judgment, a matter of

attitude —an attitude which can be summed up in two words fair play. If the

peoples and leaders of the great powers are willing to play fair with the lesser

rations, if they are willing to compromise their differences and tc work toward

reasonable solutions of their mutual problems,' the end of this v/ar cannot fail to

usher in an era of constructive achievement, on a world scale.

To me this conception of fair play in international relations is no more

dream* I have seen it in action* I have seen it, to name one example, in the

working of the Combined Production and Resources Board, As you know/ the United

Kingdom, Canada and America are represented on this Board, and it has been my good

fortune as the American representative tc find myself working closely with Captain

Lyttelton and the Canadian Minister of Supply and Munitions, Clarence Howe,

C.P.R.B. is an outstanding instance of an agency which deals with practical

economic issues in a spirit of fair play. Many international meetings .in years gone

by have been as you know, a good dead, like a game of bridge. Each player has kept

his cards concealed in order to outwit his opponent, and only the dummy showed his

hand. But on C.P.R.B, we have had no interest in winning at’ the other fellow’s

expense, when a problem arises, we lay our cards on the table and go on from there.

For we are not playing a game, . We are seeking in dead earnest a solution which

the futures of our nations and the lives of our fighting men depend.
I

I shall not pretend that there are no points of difference between the

United Kingdom, Canada and America, When three great nations deal in thousands of

separate transactions, many of huge size, difficult problems are bound to arise and

views are bound to be at variance. The point is that all three parties have no

interest in the diplomacy of squeeze and grab, and are committed to the statesman-

ship of fair play.

Each country recognizes that its own best -interests are served by the well-

being of the others. The, result is that every problem, even the most serious, has

proved capable of reasonable solution. The pacts and agreements which we make with,

one another are not mere wishful promises, but straightforward statements of workable

programmes which are fully and effectively carried out.

Through the kind of thinking that is being done on C.P.R.B. and other agencies,

the United Nations are, I believe, developing a grasp of practical world economics,

going far beyond the economic understanding of the past. This tendency toward

realistic, factual thinking on a world scale is certain to be of great value, in

helping to offset the false nationalistic doctrines spread by the Nazis.

/Probably
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Probably you are more familiar than I with that high sounding word,
which was, I believe, coined by the Germans - geopolitics. As I understand it,

geopolitics describes the exercise of political power through the control of

key geographical areas. Obviously that approach to international relations can

lead only to trouble. Leaders who set up geo-political goals for their nations

are bound, sooner or later, to direct the energies of their peoples into

military adventures.

What our nations want is not the theory of geopolitics but, if I may say so,

the practice of geo-economics, Our peoples do not care about expanding national

boundaries. They do care about expanding international trade and expanding world

production. It is not more living space which is the key to an advancing world,
but higher living standards.

Our joint experience in war production, I an convinced, is only the first

chapter of the story which the future will write of the economic cooperation of

the United Nations in peacetime. Naturally it is far easier to resolve problems
under the stress of mutual peril than in tines of peace. In the past three years

the individual interests of our nations have been reconciled to a very large extcar.

but many people feel that when the war ends the old points of difference will

swiftly reassert themselves.

To my way of thinking, this.view is not realistic, it is only pessimistic.

After the war we will undoubtedly have to work hard and to exercise good judgment

in .order t find common ground on which to take our respective national stands.

But there will be a strong influence encouraging us to work hard and to exercise

good judgment. I refer to the steady pressure of our peoples for a protected

peace.

Although that pressure has not yet been fully turned on, already one can

sense it in the air. Under that pressure I venture to say, self-interest or

no 'self-interest, statesmen will hasten to find reasonable and peaceful

solutions to even the knottiest international problems - or they will not long

be statesmen.

I would hazard the prediction that in the period ahead, statesmanship will

be married to' economics. The couple have lived together from time to time but

the union has never been regularized. It should be made official. The world

is going to face tremendous economic problems - problems of widespread poverty,

material destruction, financial instability, unbalanced production, competitive

shipping and aviation, and many others. A practical understanding of these

problems must be a prerequisite of success for every man who participates in

the large international! negotiations of the future.

It will not "be a smooth sea that we shall be sailing for a long tine to cone*

Our compass has been set ana pur course pointed by our two great Vx

Roosevelt and your own Prime Minister, Mr. Churchill. But we of the crew must take

responsibility for keeping our economic engines in pool running order.

Given a spirit of fair play, given a respect for economic democracy, given

am understanding of world economics and a detailed grasp of specific economic

problems, I believe that we cam lay the foundations of the security and freedom

for which the hearts of men are.yearning. And I do not think that it is

Utopian to expect to realize those conditions.

Already the idea is generally accepted that an enlightened economic

nationalism must be developed in world terms and in democratic terms, Obviously

for peoples whose past thinking has been, limited by narrow national bo undaries,

those terns are not easy to unferctand.

It will tax all of the patience wo possess to reach workable international

agreements. Nevertheless we have no choice but to continue with our self -

education. I, for one, feel sure that the United That ins will fully redeem the

pledges which they have made to the peoples of the world. I have a

and abiding conviction that the inevitable victory which we are gaining in this

war will be followed by an even greater victory in the works of peace.

U.S.O.W.I.
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